What impacts radiology productivity
the most?

Given radiology's central role in the patient pathway, reading efficiency
and the ability to communicate actionable reports are key for patient
outcomes—especially in cancer care.
By saving valuable time, radiologists can perform more efficient diagnostics. And, with greater efficiency comes greater accuracy. But what aspects
have the highest impact on future radiology productivity?
In a live poll conducted on Sectra’s website during October–November
2018, a total of 437 radiologists shared their views on which aspect is
most important to their reading and reporting productivity, especially
when reading cancer cases. The results, displayed to the right, showed
that ‘an intuitive PACS user interface’ was rated as having the highest
impact on radiology productivity.
Comment on the results
“Despite quite an even distribution between the different aspects,
we still see a clear ‘winner’ in the poll: an intuitive PACS user interface. An
intuitive and user-friendly product obviously saves time through ease of use,
less mouse-mileage and fewer clicks. In our opinion, an efficient UI allows
content to speak for itself, and helps make important workflow indicators easier
to spot and act upon. This is the case with the new and improved UI of our
diagnostic workstation—introduced earlier this year and developed in close dialogue with our users. Leveraging our 25 years’ experience of working with user
interaction, we’re developing products with users, for users. The changes we’ve
made in our products—both recently and historically—have come with positive
effects on the user experience and on better supporting users in efficiently
performing their daily tasks.”
Fredrik Häll,
VP Product Management at Sectra

An intuitive PACS user interface

Easy access to a consolidated patient overview
of images and information

The ability to read all types of images
from one workstation

Access to best-of-breed radiology AI tools

Having one unified radiology PACS throughout
the enterprise

Having all clinical tools available in one application

Access to structured reporting within PACS

The ability to prepare, run, and follow up tumor
boards in a shared solution with pathology
Result of live poll ‘What impacts radiology productivity the most?’ conducted on Sectra’s website
during October–November 2018. In total, 437 radiologists shared their view on which aspect is
most important to reading and reporting productivity, especially when reading cancer cases.

Customer testimonials on the ease of use
of Sectra PACS
“Sectra PACS has a very clean look, and users can easily
find what they are looking for.”
US Manager, January 2018
“The system is very easy to use, and the training
was easy as well.”
US Manager, March 2018
“In comparison to competitive vendors, Sectra PACS is the
most innovative and user-friendly system according to our
radiologists, doctors, surgeons, and technologists.”
US Manager, November 2017

Other related reading
»» Eye on Canada: 3 views on PACS priorities
»» The workspace of the future: making breast imaging work ‘flow’

“Not many clicks are needed to get things done.”
US Manager, April 2018

»» NM Fusion improves workflow efficiency in cancer diagnostics
»» VNAbling PACS unites cardiology and radiology to the benefit of many
»» An enterprise PACS for a wide range of users at HSS
»» Integrating diagnostics: not a takeover but fundamental to better care
»» Artificial intelligence and the indispensable human in diagnostics

Selected commentaries collected about Sectra PACS by KLAS.
For a complete view, visit
https://klasresearch.com/comments/sectra-pacs/1814

